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Villard noir N

Name of vine variety in France
Villard noir

Origin
Villard noir N or 18315 Seyve-Villard (an interpsecific hybrid) is derived from the crossbreeding of Chancellor N (or
7053 Seibel and Subéreux N (or 6905 Seibel).

Synonymy
In France, this variety can officially be called "18315 Seyve-Villard" for plant propagating material.

Regulations
In France, Villard noir N is officially listed in the "Catalogue of vine varieties".
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Description
Identification signs include:
- the tip of the young shoot has a sparse cover of flat-lying hairs,
- the young leaves are shiny green with bronze patches,
- adult leaves are small, orbicular or wedge-shaped, whole with a U shaped or slightly opened V-shaped petiolar sinus
or with slightly overlapping lobes; moderate to long teeth compared to width at base, straight sides; low anthocyanin
coloration of veins; an upturned leaf blade, folded, very heavily cuppped and the underside with an absence of slight
cover of upright hairs,
- elliptical or ovoid-shaped berries.
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Phenology
Bud burst: 2 days before Chasselas.
Grape maturity: period II, 2 weeks after Chasselas.

Suitability for cultivation and agronomic production
Villard noir N is moderately vigorous, very fertile and grows semi-erect. It can be moderately long pruned.

Sensitivity to diseases and pests
Villard noir N resists well against downy mildew and fairly well to powdery mildew. On the other hand, it is somewhat
susceptible to anthracnose disease and grey rot and must be grafted.

Technological potential
Grape clusters and berries are moderate size. Good sugar potential. Villard noir N can produce ordinary, well colored
wines with the presence of diglucoside anthocyanins.

Clonal selection in France
There are no approved clones for this variety at the present time.
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